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Intermediate Spreader
Adds rigidity and keeps
units square so drawers
remain aligned for easy
opening.

Fits All L & T Shelving
High Density Storage
Drawers can be added
to any new or existing
L&T Shelving
installations (excludes
L&T Library Shelving.) Choice of Drawer Depths

Select 15", 18" or 24"
depth for single entry
drawers and 30" or 36"
depth for double-entry
drawers. Note: lateral
drawer not available in
24" size.

Three Drawer Widths
Choose from 36", 42" or
48" widths to meet your
specific needs.

Full-length
Drawer Pull
Strong, full-length
drawer pull for easy
access to drawer
contents.

Heavy Duty Suspension
Smooth operating ball
bearing side-arm
suspensions are superior
to cradle style suspensions
and make drawers easier
to open and close.

Adjustable Drawer
Partitions
Customize drawers for
the ultimate in
organization.

Full Access to
Drawer Contents
Drawers pull out
completely from the
shelving for full access.

Built-in Label Holder
Full-length label holder
allows drawer contents
to be identified
accurately.

*Single-shelving units must be bolted to the floor or wall for safety.

Seven Drawer Heights
Tailor L&T to your
specific needs with
drawer heights of 3",
4½", 6", 7½", 9", 10½"
and our special 12"
lateral filing drawer.

Lateral File Drawer Option
File letter and legal size
hanging folders side-to-
side (standard) or front-
to-back (optional).

Anti-Rebound Mechanism
Especially helpful in
mobile filing systems,
this feature prevents
drawers from opening
when file is moved.

Base Spreader
When your L&T
system includes a
drawer at the bottom
of the unit, a base
spreader will ensure the
rigidity of the unit and
provide a clean, finished
appearance.

Built-in Safety
For added safety,
drawers and suspensions
cannot be pulled out
from the unit.

Drawers hold
up to 200 lbs*

Heavy-duty
construction and
quality craftsmanship
allow for superior
weight capacities.
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L&T Modular
Drawer System
Tennsco’s Modular Drawer
System is the ideal storage
solution where small items
need to be stored along with
filing or larger items.

Store 50% or more
in the same space.
Combining L&T Modular
Drawers with your shelving
makes it possible to store
50% more small parts or
media in the same space or
the same amount in half the
space. Why? Because up to
two thirds of the items found
in a typical storage
installation could be more
efficiently stored in drawers.

Dramatically reduce
retrieval time
by 60% or more.
Utilizing optional partitions
and dividers, the L&T
Modular Drawer System
provides unequaled storage
density. By storing more
items in inventory with
other fast moving items,
regardless of size or shape,
and making them easier to
access, you can cut the
average walk time for
retrieval dramatically.

Drawers install
anywhere – one at a time.
Inferior drawer systems
require drawers to be
installed in multiples. Our
system allows you to install
one drawer at a time
anywhere– to easily adapt
to changing storage
requirements.

With accessibility from
both sides of the unit, the
L&T Modular Drawer
System maximizes
workplace efficiency by
allowing multiple users
access simultaneously.
Available for 30" and 36"
deep units only.

Handles a wide variety of
storage applications.
Available in 15" or 18"
depths only.

The new scissor-action
bracket standard on
L&T Modular Drawer
Systems reduces
installation time and
complexity by 50%!

Dual Entry

Lateral File Option

Easiest Installation Ever
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Modular Drawer Features

Heavy-Duty Construction
Quality materials and
craftsmanship can
accommodate up to 200
pounds per drawer.

Accident-Proof
Suspension
Sturdy, smooth
suspension includes
safety stops to prevent
drawers and contents
from falling out and
causing injury or damage.

Adjustable Dividers
Your storage options are
virtually unlimited with
L&T’s adjustable
dividers.

Smooth Operation
Thanks to smooth,
durable, steel ball
bearings, L&T Modular
Drawers are always easy
to open and close.

Bracket
Heavy gauge steel
brackets make
mounting Modular
Drawers to L&T shelves
quick and foolproof.

Easy Retrofitting
Convert your L&T
shelving units to closed
storage cabinets with
L&T Modular Drawers.

Enjoy easy access to everything in
each drawer with L&T Modular
Drawers. The full extension feature
accommodates the reach of the
average person for fast, easy
retrieval of all items.

With L&T, you can easily add
drawers to your existing L&T
shelving anytime you need them.

L&T Modular Drawers make the
best use of valuable storage space
and offers a smart solution for
storing both large and small
items in one unit.

Full Extension Drawers Easy Expansion Space-Saving Versatility
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Limitless Storage Applications

L&T offers a simple storage solution for
audio/visual tapes, microfiche and CDs.
Items are easy to locate and retrieve.

Growing computer use requires more
storage space for Zips, CDs, tapes and
disks. L&T provides an efficient solution.

Keep odd-sized business, legal and financial
forms and documents clean and organized with
versatile L&T Modular Drawers.

L&T Modular Drawers provide effective,
space-saving storage solutions for even the
most unique applications.

Audio/Visual Materials Computer Media

Forms & Specialty Documents Collections & Artifacts
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Components To Customize L & T Shelving
The L&T Modular Drawer System offers a variety of
components for a wide rage of sizes to accommodate
almost any storage situation.  Plus, it fits your existing
shelving installation without buying any other shelving
components. You maintain your shelving investment
while substantially improving its storage capability and
accessibility. Drawers are completely assembled and
welded for added strength and durability.

Seven Drawer Heights
Select and mix drawer heights specifically sized
to your storage requirement.

3"

4 ½"

6"

7 ½"

9"

10 ½"

12"

Spreaders help to
ensure unit
rigidity and a
clean appearance.
Add kick plate
spreaders to the
bottom when
your  L&T unit
includes a bottom
drawer.
Intermediate
spreaders must be
used for the top

or center of the unit, and an
additional spreader is needed for
each 36" of drawer height you add.

Drawer partitions
adjust without
tools to create 2,
3, 4, 5, 6 and 8
equal rows or
columns for easy
organization.
Dividers with
easy-to-see angle
labeling area,
adjust in 1"

increments to meet your
exact storage needs.

Optional lock
allows you to lock
each drawer
individually as
needed for
security. Lock
available only
for drawers 6"
and higher.

Spreaders

Partitions/Dividers

Lock
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L & T Modular Drawer Systems
For Lateral Drawers

36" x 15"
36" x 18"
42" x 15"
42" x 18"
48" x 15"
48" x 18"

31 5/8"
31 5/8"
37 5/8"
37 5/8"
43 5/8"
43 5/8"

13 1/8"
16 1/8"
13 1/8"
16 1/8"
13 1/8"
16 1/8"

INSIDE
DIMENSIONS

Depth

NOMINAL
DIMENSIONS

Width

The flexible L&T Modular
Drawer System allows you to
create a variety of lateral drawer
configurations to meet your
specific storage needs.

15"

15"

18"

Legal Legal Legal

18"

Letter Letter Letter

18"

36"
Letter

42"
Letter

48"
Letter

15"

Legal Legal Legal

Legal Legal Legal

Letter Letter Letter
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Tennsco’s L&T Modular Drawer System is painted
with a tough, long lasting epoxy powder finish to
ensure years of lasting beauty. Choose from two
standard finishes. Black also available with a
5% upcharge.

Finishes shown above are only representative of the
actual finishes. If greater accuracy is required contact
your local Tennsco dealer for additional information.

A WORD ABOUT TENNSCO
Tennsco Corp., headquartered in Dickson, Tennessee,
began operations in 1962. Today, Tennsco is an
industry leader with over 1.4 million square feet of
manufacturing and warehouse space in six facilities.
Tennsco offers a wide variety of filing and storage
systems, steel office furniture, industrial and
institutional shelving, lockers and shop equipment.

For additional information on other Tennsco products,
contact:

Light GreySand


